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1. Introduction

One of the main purposes of this paper is to introduce a new method to

get a family {Mn}n=li2,...of indecomposable modules over a commutative Noe-

therian local ring R with the maximal ideal m, which will be done in Theorem

(2.1) when R possesses a finitely generated i?-module C of depth^C^l such

that C(g)RR (R is the completion of R with respect to the m-adic topology.) is

indecomposable and the initialpart of a minimal free resolution of C satisfies

certain condition. Each Mn is a finitelygenerated i?-module of dimRMn=dlmRC

and depthflMre=O and if C is Cohen-Macaulay, then Mn is Buchsbaum (see [9]

for the definition of Buchsbaum module.). Furthermore Mn/H^(Mn) (H^(Mn)

― W [(0): m*]^) is isomorphic to the direct sum of n-copies of C. Hence in
isi

this case there are "big" indecomposable i?-modules without limit.

Another aim of us is to apply Theorem (2.1) to the Buchsbaum-representa-

tion theory in the one dimensional case. We say that a Noetherian local ring

R has finiteBuchsbaum-representation type if there are only finitelymany iso-

morphism classes of indecomposable Buchsbaum i?-modules M which are maximal,

i.e. dim/jM=dim R. In [4] S. Goto determined the structure of one-dimensional

complete Noetherian local rings R of finiteBuchsbaum-representation type under

the hypothesis that the residue class field of R is infinite,which will be re-

moved in section 3 of this paper. Our family constructed by Theorem (2.1)

has the suffix set of non-negative integers and this enables us to develope the

same arguments in [4], not assuming the infiniteness of the residue class field.

Throught this paper R is a Noetherian local ring with the maximal ideal

m. We denote by R the completion of R with respect to the m-adic topology

and #&(･) is the z-thlocal cohomology functor of R relative to m. For each

finitelygenerated i?-module M let(J.r{M)be the number of elements in a minimal

system of eeneraters for M and let Mn denote the direct sum of n-copies of
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M. We regard each element of Mn as column vector with entriesin M.

2. Construction of indecomposable modules.

Let C be a finitelygenerated i?-module and let

a:0―>L―>F―>C―>0

be the initialpart of a minimal free resolution of C. We define a homomorphism

p: Endfl(C) ―> Endfl(L/mL)

of algebras by

p($)(z)=4Kz)

for any 0eEnds(C) and ze.L, where T denotes the reduction modmL and <J>

is an i?-endomorphism over F with e(p―$e. The well definedness of p is

verified as follows. If <p' is another i?-endomorphism over F with e<p'=$s,

then <p'=<p+d for some deEndR(F) with d(F)dL. Notice that d(L)dmL be-

cause LcmF, Then we have <p'{z)―([){z)for any z£L. We put ^^Im p and

we regard L/vsxL as a (left)^-module. If Endfl(C) is generated by $u <f>2,･･■,

$r as i?-module, then p($i), pi^z),･-･,p{$r) generate Aa over R/m. Especially

Aa is equal to R/m if Endn(C) is a cyclic i?-module.

Our main theorem is stated as follows with the above notations.

Theorem (2.1). Let C be a finitelygenerated R-module such that depth^C

^1 and C(g>RR is indecomposable and let

<y:0―>L―^F-^>C―^0

be the initialpart of a minimal free resolutionof C. Suppose there exist elements

x and y of L such that x and y are linearly independent over Aa. We denote,

for each integer n^l, by Nn the R-submodule of Ln generated by

X

0

0

0

0

and mLn. We put Mn=Fn/Nn.

y

X

0

0

0

0

y

X

0

0

0

0

0

y

X

Then the following statements hold.

(1) Mn is indecomposable if Aa is commutative

(2) Mn%Mm if ni-m.
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(3) Mn is a maximal Buchsbaum R-module if C is maximal Co hen-Macau Iay.

Before the proof of Theorem (2.1) we show the next lemma, which may

be well-known, since it plays a key role.

Lemma (2.2). Let A be a commutative ring with an identity element and T

be an A-module. Suppose there are elements x, y of T which are linearly inde-

pendent over A and P, Q are nXn (w^l) matrices with entriesin A. Then if

p

x y

x y

0

0

0=[£lIo.1;
y

Q ITTSTJ

X .

for some matrices IIi and II＼with entriesin T, either P or Q is singular.

Proof. Assume that both P and Q are regular. Let

N

0 1

0 1

1

0

As x and y are linearlyindependent over A, we have

r 0i o i r vx o i

PQ= and PNQ =
＼―

I 0 02 J L 0 F2

for some matrices 0t and Wt with entries in A of the same size as 77*. Since

PQ is a regular matrix, 0t must be square and regular. Hence we get

/wp-1^
o -

£2
0

where Qi―Wi§il. Take a maximal ideal / of A. For any matrix X with

entriesin A we denote by X the matrix of which entries are the classes of the

entries of X in A/J. Then P is stillregular and

r 0i 01

PN(pyi=＼ ― .

L o qz ＼

But this contradicts the uniqueness of the Jordan's normalform.
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Now let us start the proof of Theorem (2.1).

(3). Applying [4, Lemma (2.3)] to the exact sequence

Tl 0―>Ln―≫Fn ≫Cn >0

and Nn we get that Mn is a maximal Buchsbaum i?-module if C is maximal

Cohen-Maculay.

(2). The exact sequence

0 ―> Ln/Nn ―> Fn/Nn ―>Cn ―> 0

induced from r yields m(Mn)=Ln/Nn and so Mn/m{Mn)^Cn. Hence Mn^Mm

if n^m.

(1). We shall prove that Mn is indecomposable in the following. Assume

Mn=X1@X2 with non-zero i?-submodules Xt. Then X^X2=Cn, where Xt=

Xi/Hm(Xi). Since the category of finitely generated ^-modules is a Krull-

Schmidt category and since C<g>RR is indecomposable, so Xi(Z)RR = CSi(£)RRfor

some integers Si with Si+s2=n. So we have Xi = CH by [8, Lemma 5.8].

Because HMXAcmXi by i/,.°(Mre)cmMn, we get a commutative diagrams

0―>Lsi―>

I

F'i

0

1

0―> ＼T f T?Si ^

I

0

cs*―>o

I

xt ―>o

I

m(xt)
1

0

with exactrows and columns fori―l,2. Then FSi/N'i~Xiand mL!ic^cLSj

Let ti=fiR(Ni)and let N'tbe generated by

21.1

ZSi,l ZSit2

Let N' be an i?-submodule of

7(l)

Ln L

ZH,H

(*& eL)

Sl0LS2 which is generated by
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Then Fn/N'^X1@X2 and so Fn/N'^Fn/Nn. Hence applying [4, Lemma (2.3)]

to Nn, N' and r we have <p(Nn)=N' for some <p^AutR(Fn) with <p(Ln)<zLn.

Let ^EndR(Ln/mLn) be the endomorphism induced from <p. We identify

EndR(Ln/mLn) with the matrix algebra Mn{F), where 7T=End/J(L/mL). Put

$=[£ijlini.jiin-Since there is an automorphism 0eAut/j(Cre) which makes the

following diagram

0 ―> J.n―> Fn ―> Cn ―> 0

≪*1 *l

0 ―> Ln ―> Fn ―> Cn ―> 0

commutative, we have t-ij^Aa for any l<Li,j^n and {Miilm.j&n is a regular

matrix of Mn(Aa). Furthermore because $(Nn/mLn)=Nr/mLn, we have

-U) -,(1)*1.1 ･ ･ * 2l.≪l

5

x 9

0

5

f

0

0

0

o . ･ ･

0

-<2)

0

0

for some nXn regular matrix Q with entriesin R/m (Hence Q^Mn(Aa)). But

thisis a contradictionby Lemma (2.2)and the proof is completed.

We note the following corollary which is a special case of Theorem (2.1).

Corollary (2.3). Let C and

<r:0―> L―>F―>C―>0

be as in Theorem (2.1)and let Aa ―R/m. Then if p.R{L)^2, there exists a family

{Mn}n=1,2...of finitely generated indecomposable R-modules such that Mn^Mm

for n^m and Mn is maximal Buchsbaum if C is maximal Cohen-Macaulay.

The typical example such that Aa is not equal to R/m is the next

Example (2.4). Let k be any field,then the semi-group ring R=k{t3, t＼t5l
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has a family {Mn}n==1>2,...of indecomposable maximal Buchsbaum R-modules such

that Mn^Mm if ni^m.

Proof. Put S=k{t}=R+Rt+Rtz and let

a : 0 ―> L ―>R% ―> s―>o

be the initialpart of a minimal free resolution with

6(0 = 1 e(ea)=t and s(e3)―f

where eu e2, e3 are the canonical basis of R3. Since 5 is an indecomposable

maximal Cohen-Macaulay i?-module, by Theorem (2.1) it is sufficient to show

that A a is commutative and there exist elements x and y of L such that x and

y are linearly independent over A a, where ~r denotes the reduction modmL

(tn=?3S). As Endfi(S) is a commutative i?-algebra which is generated by ls,

tts and fls as i?-module, so Aa is commutative and /o(lJg)=li/mL,p(tls) and

p(t2ls)generate Aa over k. We put gi―pifls) for i―＼,2. Let ax and a2 be

the i?-endomorphisms over i?3 defined by the matrices

respectively.

"0 0 f '

10 0 and

_0 1 0_

Then sai=(f<l5)e for i=l, 2.

■ t"

x= -f

0 _

o -

t

f

- j-s-

xz= 0

Then we have £iX=Xi and %iy=yi

0 t* 0

0

1

0 f

0 0

Hence &

0 _

Assume

is induced from ai

y*=

~―F~

ys= 0

f

(aolL/mL+a^i+a^x+ibolL/ML+b^x+bz^y^R

with a,i(Bk and bj^k. Then we get

aoX + a1x1+a2xi+boy+b1yi+b2^i=O -

Since x, xu x2, y, 5>i,5>zare linearly independent over k, so

ao=fll ―^2 ―^0= ^1= ^2= 0

Hence x and y are linearly independent over Aa.
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3. Curve singularities of finite Buchsbaum-representation type.

This section is devoted to verifying that we can avoid the restriction on

the residue class fieldin [4, Theorem (1.1)]. But we will not look over the

whole arguments developed in [4] since it is sufficientto prove only [4, Corol-

lary (2.4)]. [4, Theorem (2.7)], [4, Theorem (3.1)] and [4, Proposition (6.1)]

without the hypothesis that the residue class fieldis infinite. Throught this

section we assume that R is complete and dimi?=l.

We begin with the following

PROPOSIEION (3.1)(cf. [4, Corollary (2.4)]). Let R have finite Buchsbaum-

representation type and I be an ideal of R such that R/I is a Cohen-Macaulay

ring of dimi?//=l. Then Ur(I)^1.

Proof. Applying Corollary (2.3) to the exact sequence

a : 0 ―>I ―>R ―>#//―> 0,

we have uR{I)<＼.

Theorem (3.2)(cf.[4, Theorem (2.7)]).Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring

with the canonical module KR. If R has finiteBuchsbaum-representationtype,

then v{R)^2, where v(R) denotes the embedding dimension of R.

Proof. Let

<;:Q―>M―> F ―> KR ―> 0

be the initialpart of a minimal free resolutionof KR. Since EndR(KR)=R, we

have Aa=R/m. Hence fiR(M)£lby Corollary(2.3). Then the proof of [4,

Theorem (2.7)1works for the rest.

Theorem (3.3)(cf. [4, Theorem (3.2)]). Let P be a regular local ring of

dimP=2 and let R=P/fP with /e?. We denote the integral closure of R in

its totalquotient ring by R. If R is module-finite over R and e(i?)^3, where

e(R) denote the multiplicityof R, then there exists a family {Mn}n=liZ,...of inde-

composable maximal Buchsbaum R-modules such that Mn^Mm if n^m.

Proof. Let L be the firstsyzygy module of m. Since m is an indecom-

posable maximal Cohen-Macaulay i?-module, the minimal free resolution of m is

periodic of period 2 and L is indecomposable by [2] and [7]. Hence we have

an exact seqeence

(?:0―>m―>F―>L―^0
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with F R-free. We put A={x^R | xmcim}, which we identify with End^m)

as algebras. Then by [4, Proposition (3.4)] there is an element h^A such

that A=R+Rh and kcnt2. Hence EndR(m/m2)=Aa=R/m. Since R is not

regular, ^(m)^ and so we can get the required family by Corollary (2.3).

By Theorem (3.2), Theorem (3.3) and [1] we have the next

Theorem (3.4)(cf. [4, Theorem (3.1)]). Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

Then R is reduced and e{R)^2 if R has finiteBuchsbaum-representation type.

Finally we prove the following

Proposition (3.5)(cf. [4, Proposition (6.1)]). // R has finite Buchsbaum-

representation type, then e{R)^L2 and v(R)^2.

Proof. Our method of proof is almost the same as the proof of [4, Pro-

position (6.1)] and so see it for the detail.

Let I=H&(R). Then R/I is a Cohen-Macaulay ring of finiteBuchsbaum-

representation type. Hence we get by Theorem (3.4) that R/I is reduced and

e(R/I)=e(R)<2. As fiR(I)£lby Proposition (3.1)and as v(R/I)£2 by Theorem

(3.2), we have v(R)^3. We show v(R)^3 in the following. Assume v(R)=3.

Then v(R/I)=2 and /**(/)=1, hence e(i?//)=2. We put I=zR. By [4, Claim

1 in the proof of Proposition (6.1)] R/I is an integral domain. We denote the

normalization of R/I by S. Let m be the maximal ideal of R/I and let ~r

denote the reduction mod/. Then there are elements x and y of m such that

m=(x, y) and S=R+Rt, where t=x/(y)n for suitable m2>1. Furthermore we

get an exact sequence

p 0 x bx-^-aynl

10 z yn x J

for some a£i? and b^R with f―d-＼-bt,where

･[ :i

We note if aem, then 6<=m.

Vi
-[ "1

oj

=1

Let

~tf

and s111

L=Kers.

,J

―t

Then L is generated by

x 1 f bx + ayn '

yn ＼, L x

We apply Theorem (2.1) to the exact sequence
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a:0 ―> L ―> R2 ―>S ―>0
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Since EncU(S) is a commutative i?-algebra which is generated by ls and tls as

i?-module, so Aa is commutative and p(ls)―1>LimLand p{tts) generate Aa over

R/m. We put B=p(tls). Because the following diagram

c
R*

R*

s

e

s

ltls

s

is commutative, we have

t-Vi=V2, %vz=(a mod m)yi―(b mod m)v2,

$v3=v4―(b mod m)y3, £i>4=(amod m)y3,

where ^=1^ mod mL for l^z'^4. Hence if aGtn, then Vi and y4 are linearely

independent over Aa and if a em, then £1.and v3 are linearly independent over

Aa. But this is a contradiction by Theorem (2.1).
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